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Abstract

Accurate topology information is essential for fault localization and some other applications.

In this paper we present an abstract topology discovery algorithm for wireless ad hoc networks.

This algorithm constructs up-to-date topological map based on the local neighborhood information

reported by each node in the network. We also present some preliminary simulation results, which

demonstrate some nice properties of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

Recently wireless ad hoc networks have drawn much attention from military and industry. As the

underlying technologies mature, more and more wireless ad hoc networks will be deployed in the

future. For instance, it has been proposed to deploy wireless ad hoc networks in the future battlefields

to provide better communications [8]. For those networks to work reliably and robustly, it is vital to

quickly and accurately detect and diagnose their faults. This process is called fault localization (also

referred to as root cause analysis). In this process, discovering the network topology plays an important

role [25, 23, 22]. For example, in a battlefield ad hoc network, equipments may operate under some

extreme conditions and may inevitably experience some failures. Given the various symptoms reported

by different devices, it is critical to analyze the root causes of the failures (fault localization) and
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recover from the failures (self-healing). The fault detection algorithm, in turn, relies on the network

topology information to eliminate false alarms and localize the failures [12, 13, 14].

During the past decade, considerable research effort has been devoted to automatically discovering

network topologies and many algorithms have been proposed [1, 2, 9, 10, 15, 19]. In general, these

algorithms can be classified into two broad categories. One category focuses on wide-area networks

like the Internet and discovers the logical topology on the IP router level, ignoring lower layer de-

vices such as hubs and switches [9, 10, 19]. The other tries to discover the physical topology (ISO

layer-2). Ethernet or local-area networks are usually their research targets [1, 2, 15]. Depending on

the problem being addressed, some algorithms use SNMP queries to interrogate the network devices

(routers, switches, etc) for their ipRouteTable and ipAddrTable contents to infer the topology [2, 15],

whereas others employ traceroute, ping, DNS zone transfer, or active probing to achieve the same pur-

pose [1, 9, 10, 19]. In this paper, we focus on the topology discovery schemes applicable to wireless

ad hoc networks for fault management applications.

The goal of this paper is to present an abstract centralized topology discovery algorithm and,

more importantly, to study through simulation the effects imposed by the underlying schemes (such

as neighborhood detection) on the performance of the topology discovery algorithm. In this research

we hope to accumulate knowledge and experience for future development of an efficient topology

discovery algorithm (centralized or distributed) for wireless ad hoc networks. The algorithm studied

here was designed to be centralized because most existing fault localization algorithms work in a

centralized fashion [23, 25, 24].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related work in

discovering network topologies. Section 3 describes the proposed topology discovery algorithm for

wireless ad hoc networks. We present simulation results in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The research to discover the network topology starts from the effort to map the Internet and to discover

both intra-domain and Internet backbone topologies on the IP level. Siamwalla et al. [19] proposed

several heuristics and algorithms to infer the logical topology of a single administrative domain. They

also proposed an algorithm to discover the Internet backbone topology using traceroute. However,

rather than get a topological map, the traceroute approach only discovers a spanning tree rooted at the

traceroute source. Cross-links — interconnections among other nodes — are ignored.
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Similar to [19], the Mercator project [9] uses hop-limited probes to infer the router adjacency on

the Internet from a single, arbitrary location. To handle the “cross link” issue, Mercator uses source-

routing to get more adjacency information. The CAIDA project [10] uses a topology measurement

tool, skitter, to capture the Internet’s topological map. Each skitter monitor actively probes the routes

to a list of destinations by using traceroute. The gathered topology data are fed to a central repository.

Besides mapping the network topology on the IP layer, researchers also proposed algorithms to

discover the physical topology. Most such algorithms [2, 15] discover the physical topology based

on SNMP information obtained from network devices, while one approach [1] uses active probing to

achieve the goal.

The above schemes were mainly designed for wireline networks, and may not be easily applied to

wireless networks. So let us focus on topology discovery schemes proposed for wireless networks.

Chandra et al. [4, 5] proposed a topology discovery algorithm for hybrid wireless networks. This

algorithm aims at home and office networks. In such a network, all desktops are connected to the wire-

line network. Mobile devices use the wireless network to communicate with each other and access the

Internet. The algorithm runs in two steps. In the “Diffusion” step, a node called “coordinator” floods

the network with a topology request message using reliable broadcast. All the other nodes record the

first k nodes from which they receive the request message as their parent nodes and then rebroadcast

the message. During this phase, all nodes will learn their immediate neighbors by listening to the

broadcast. Later, in the “Gathering” step, every node assembles its neighbor list, together with the

topology information reported by its children, in a response message which it sends to its parents. The

aggregate response message will eventually reach the coordinator, which then has complete knowledge

about the network topology. The advantage of this scheme is that each node combines the topology

information about its subtree so that only a limited number of response messages can finally reach the

coordinator, thus mitigating the congestion in the vicinity of the coordinator. However, this scheme

solely relies on the flooding to detect the neighborhood. If the topology changes after the flooding,

the coordinator cannot keep track of the up-to-date topology unless it periodically initiates flooding.

Due to the high overhead of flooding a network, this scheme is not suitable for tracking the topology

change in a wireless ad hoc network.

RoyChoudhury et al. [17, 18] presented a topology discovery scheme for wireless ad hoc net-

works. This scheme employs multiple mobile agents. A mobile agent “hops from node to node,

collects information from the nodes, meets other agents in its journey, and interacts with both to col-

lect updates of parts of the network that they have not visited recently”. The authors have chosen the
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critical agent population to be half the number of nodes in the system. The idea here is novel but

the overhead to move the agents around the network might be a problem. In addition, from the fault

management’s point of view, the time for the centralized fault manager (running on one node) to learn

the topology change might be long and potentially unbounded.

Other than the specifically designed topology discovery algorithms, some routing algorithms can

also provide topology information. For example, in a network running OSPF (Open Shortest Path

First), each router periodically advertises its link state information. Using the collected link state

advertisements (LSAs), each router can build its own topological map of the network. However,

OSPF cannot be applied to wireless ad hoc network directly due to limited channel bandwidth.

To meet ad hoc networks’ bandwidth constraint, researchers have proposed several routing algo-

rithms optimized for wireless ad hoc networks. These algorithms can be classified as either reactive

or proactive. Reactive algorithms such as AODV [16] and DSR [11] discover a path to a host only

when a packet is to be sent to that host. A node only collects the local topology information when it is

along an active path. On the contrary, proactive routing protocols like OLSR [7], GSR [6], and OSPF

extension for MANET [3] maintain routes to all nodes, no matter if there is a packet to be sent or not.

GSR is an early attempt to migrate link state routing to ad hoc networks. Each node floods the

link state information into the whole network once it detects a change on a link between its neighbors

and itself. Therefore a node will know the whole topology when it obtains all link information. The

scheme works well in static networks with reliable links. When the links change quickly, frequent

global flooding will inevitably introduce huge overhead.

OLSR handles the overhead issue by selecting Multipoint Relays (MPRs) for each node. Each

node periodically advertises its MPR selector list, and only MPRs for that node will forward this

advertisement. However, since the advertisement only contains part of the node’s neighbor list, the

topology information collected at any node is not complete.

OSPF extension for MANET is another approach and is based on OSPF for IPv6 networks. Similar

to OLSR, the extension selects a set of overlapping relays for each node. Each node advertises all of

its locally connected neighbors but only neighbors in the active overlapping relay set will immediately

relays this advertisement (just like an MPR in OLSR). A non-active overlapping relay will waits for a

specified amount of time. During this time, if the neighbor determines that its flooding is redundant

or it hears a re-flooding from another node, it suppresses its transmission. Otherwise, it transmits

upon expiration of the time. This protocol differs from OLSR as it floods the complete neighbor list.

Therefore the control overhead would be higher than OLSR, especially in a dense ad hoc network.
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3 Topology Discovery for Wireless Networks

3.1 Why not Traceroute

The traceroute [26] program, written by Van Jacobson, is a network debugging tool that explores the

route between a source and a destination. In short, a source keeps sending packets to a destination with

progressively incrementing TTL, starting from 1. Every router seeing this packet decrements the TTL

value and forwards the packet if the TTL is greater than 1; otherwise, the packet is discarded and the

router sends back an ICMP “time expired” message. In this way, the sender can discover all the routers

along the path. The problem with this scheme is the large number of packets generated. Suppose the

source and destination are k hops away. Then a total of 2k packets will be used to discover the path.

Another problem is that a node can only discover a tree spanned over the network. Cross-links

are missed. To discover the full topology, all nodes have to report their trees to a central repository.

Suppose the total number of nodes is n and the average distance between any two nodes is d hops.

Then the total number of packets generated would be � � �� � �� � �� � �� � ��. For a network

with scarce channel bandwidth, the overhead and delay are prohibitive.

3.2 Topology Discovery Scheme for Static Ad Hoc Networks

In the basic topology discovery algorithm for static ad hoc networks, each node collects its neighbor

list by sending HELLO messages to its neighbors (this step is skipped if the list is available from the

routing protocol). Each node then periodically reports its local topology information to the central

topology manager, who maintains the topological map. The topology manager can either poll every

node for its neighbor list, or can wait for each node to report. We chose the latter approach since it

incurs less overhead than the former one.

This scheme is based on two assumptions. First, all nodes within the network know the address

of the topology manager. This could be accomplished either by some offline communications or

by flooding/announcement during the initialization phase. Second, we assume all nodes within the

network share the same network prefix, i.e., there is only one single subnet. Multi-subnet environment

has not been tested.

In this abstract scheme we also assume that only two common MANET routing protocols, AODV

and OLSR, will be used. The latter maintains full neighbor list, whereas the former usually does not.

Therefore we have to distinguish these two scenarios. The pseudo code is shown in Figure 1.

The scheme employs two types of messages, HELLO and REPORT. The HELLO messages (sim-
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TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY(u)
� /* Initialization Phase */

if (OLSR is running)
routing = ROUTING OLSR

else�
routing = ROUTING OTHER
Start the HELLO timer �

if (u is topology manager)
Initialize adjacency matrix

Start the REPORT timer
/* Topology Discovery Phase */
�� � �
do �

if (u receives HELLO message from v)�
�� � ��

�
v

if (u is listed in HELLO message)
mark v as SYM

else mark v as ASYM
�
if (HELLO timer goes off & routing �� ROUTING OLSR)�

Construct a HELLO message
for each v � ��

insert v into HELLO
Broadcast the HELLO message
Restart the HELLO timer

�
if (REPORT timer goes off)�

Construct a REPORT message
if (routing = ROUTING OLSR)
�� = OLSR neighbor table

for each v � ��
if (v is of type SYM) insert v into REPORT

Send REPORT to topology manager
Restart the REPORT timer

�
if (u receives REPORT from v & u is topology manager)

Update the adjacency matrix
�while (TRUE)

�

Figure 1: Topology Discovery for Static Ad Hoc Networks

ilar to the HELLO messages in OLSR) are used for neighbor detection and link sensing, and the RE-

PORT messages report the local topology information to the central topology manager. The scheme

is divided into two phases: initialization and topology discovery. During the initialization phase, the

system is queried for the routing protocol being used — if AODV is used, the HELLO timer is started.

Since the neighbor list needs to be reported periodically, the REPORT timer is also launched.

When the HELLO timer expires, a HELLO message is broadcast. A node can learn 1-hop neigh-

bors by listening to the HELLO messages. When the REPORT timer times out, each node reports its

1-hop neighbor list obtained either from the routing protocol or from its own neighbor table.

Due to congestion, some HELLO and REPORT messages may be lost, thus the detected connec-
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tivity information may be incomplete. In this basic scheme, we assume congestion is the only cause

of this incompleteness and no faults occur on devices. Therefore the topology manager can build up

(or accumulate) its knowledge about the network topology steadily.

3.3 Topology Discovery Scheme for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

In this section, we extend the basic scheme to mobile ad hoc networks, in which nodes can move

randomly. This mobility brings the problem that a detected link may be stale after a while. So ac-

cumulating the topology information is not suitable any more. However, the historical connectivity

information may still be valuable since, given the radio transmission range and the speed of mobility,

a one-hop connection may stay valid for a while as long as the two nodes are still in each other’s

transmission range. Therefore the algorithm can still benefit from the historical data. The key points

are how long we should keep the historical information as valid reference and how often each node

should detect and report its neighbors. Obviously, the more frequently the nodes detect and report its

neighbors, the higher the overhead, but also the higher the accuracy will be. So we have to make some

trade-off among latency, accuracy, and overhead. In this scheme, we leave the frequency for detection

and reporting as a parameter so that it can be appropriately adjusted by the manager.

The pseudo code is shown in Figure 2. Different from the basic scheme, this scheme maintains a

time matrix at the topology manager, which records the last time the corresponding links are updated.

Whenever a REPORT is received, the current time is recorded in the time matrix for the links reported.

From time to time, this matrix is examined. If an entry has not been updated for a certain period of time,

the corresponding entry of the adjacency matrix is flushed. This approach is based on the assumption

that HELLO and REPORT messages can be lost, but the losses are random and inconsistent. Thus if

a connection is transiently lost due to congestion, it may be recovered shortly thereafter. But if a node

moves out of the range of another or a fault occurs, the loss will not be recovered.

4 Simulations and Analysis

We implemented the topology discovery algorithms with QualNet�� [20], a discrete-event simulator

for wireless and wired networks. In the simulations, 30 nodes are uniformly randomly distributed

within a 1500x1500 meter area. All simulations are repeated for AODV and OLSR respectively. The

periods to send HELLO and REPORT packets are 2 seconds and 15 seconds, as suggested in [7] for

HELLO INTERVAL and TOP HOLD TIME.
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TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY(u)
� /* Initialization Phase */

if (OLSR is running) �routing = ROUTING OLSR�
else�

routing = ROUTING OTHER
Start the HELLO timer �

if (u is topology manager)�
Initialize Adjacency matrix and Time matrix
Start the FLUSH timer �

Start the REPORT timer
/* Topology Discovery Phase */
�� � �
do �

if (u receives HELLO message from v)�
�� � ��

�
v

if (u is listed in HELLO message) �Mark v as SYM�
else Mark v as ASYM

�
if (HELLO timer exipres & routing �� ROUTING OLSR)�

Construct a HELLO message
for each v � ��

Insert v into HELLO
Broadcast the HELLO message
Restart the HELLO timer

�
if (REPORT timer goes off)�

Construct a REPORT message
if (routing = ROUTING OLSR) ��� = OLSR neighbor table�
for each v � ��

if (v is of type SYM) �Insert v into REPORT�
Send REPORT to topology manager
Restart the REPORT timer

�
if (FLUSH timer goes off)�

for each entry t in Time matrix
if (t is old enough)

Clear corresponding entry in Adjacency matrix
Restart the FLUSH timer

�
if (u receives REPORT from v & u is topology manager)

Update the Adjacency matrix and Timer matrix
�while (TRUE)

�

Figure 2: Topology Discovery Algorithm for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Currently, we only considered static ad hoc networks since QualNet cannot provide actual topology

during the simulation to compare with the topology discovered by the algorithm. Therefore we leave

the simulations for mobile ad hoc networks for future work. On the application layer, we ran CBR or

FTP applications with various number of data flows to see how the topology discovery scheme affects

application traffic. We also evaluate the performance with and without the topology discovery scheme.

To minimize the effect of statistical fluctuation, for each traffic pattern (number of flows, trans-

mission rate, etc.) , we repeated the simulation 100 times with randomly chosen seeds. For each seed,

QualNet generates a unique topology. All the results shown in the graphs of this section are displayed

with 90% confidence intervals for mean values computed over the 100 replications.
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4.1 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the performance of the scheme in terms of four metrics: overhead, throughput loss, com-

pleteness, and speed. We measure the mean relative throughput loss by the throughput loss ratio, i.e.,

the fraction of absolute throughput loss (due to topology discovery process) over the overall through-

put. We measure the completeness by the percentage of the topology discovered by the algorithm.

To measure the speed of the algorithm, we repeatedly measure the completeness to see how soon it

reaches a given threshold, say 95%.

The measurement of overhead is somewhat trickier. In a wireless network, sending one application

packet will incur several accompanying packets, such as RTS, CTS, RREQ, and RREP, etc. So we

cannot just count of number of topology discovering packets as overhead. Furthermore, these packets

all contend for the channel. So when the topology discovery process is running, it is likely that fewer

application packets be delivered to the destination, and thus fewer MAC layer packets be transmitted

to convey the application data. Since we cannot distinguish the MAC layer packets transmitted for

conveying application data from those for conveying control packets, it does not make much sense to

count the amount of extra MAC layer packets as overhead. Therefore, we measure the overhead as:

�������� �
	
����

������
�

	
�����

�������
(1)

� MAC(w) and MAC(wo) are the total MAC layer packets transmitted with and without the topol-

ogy discovery process running, respectively.

� Data(w) and Data(wo) are the total data bytes delivered with and without the topology discovery

process running, respectively.

Here we calculate the amount of MAC layer packets transmitted to convey a given amount of applica-

tion data and measure the difference with and without the topology discovery process as overhead.

4.2 Simulation Results

4.2.1 Throughput Loss

Figures 3 and 4 show the throughput loss ratio with different number of CBR and FTP flows when

AODV or OLSR is used, respectively. For a given network size, the throughput loss ratio decreases

as the number of flows increases. The only exception is the FTP curve with OLSR, which has some

negative values. The actual relative throughput loss in these cases is likely very close to zero, and the

small negative values are within the confidence interval for these points.
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Figure 3: Throughput Loss Ratio for CBR Traffic
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Figure 4: Throughput Loss Ratio for FTP Traffic

Our explanation for the decreasing throughput loss ratio is that, as the number of flows increases,

the overall CBR and FTP throughputs increase accordingly, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Meanwhile,

the absolute throughput losses do not change much — the absolute throughput loss curves tend to

be flat in Figure 7 and 8. These figures thus demonstrate a good property of the topology discovery

scheme: the absolute throughput loss incurred by the topology discovery process is limited and is not

significantly affected by the number of flows (at least up to certain number of flows). Note that the

figures for absolute throughput losses are drawn under the same scale as those for throughputs, so we

can see how little the absolute throughput losses are compared with the overall throughputs.

It should also be noticed that the relative throughput loss incurred by the topology discovery pro-

cess is lower when OLSR is used than when AODV is used, which should be a direct consequence of
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Figure 6: Throughput for FTP Traffic

the fact that less packets are transmitted for neighbor detection with OLSR. The relative throughput

loss with OLSR is very close to zero.

4.2.2 Completeness and Speed

Figures 9 through 12 show the completeness of the collected topology information. We call the pe-

riod with which each node reports its neighbor list a flood. Just as expected, the curves start from

relatively low completeness levels since some REPORT packets might be lost due to congestion. As

more and more neighborhood information is accumulated, the completeness approaches 100%. As a

supplement, Figure 13 shows the time by when the topology manager has received REPORT messages

from every node. It shows, for instance, when there are 5 CBR flows, it takes around 60 seconds to

receive REPORTs from every node when AODV is used. Recall that the period of reporting is 15
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Figure 7: Absolute Throughput Loss for CBR traffic
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Figure 8: Absolute Throughput Loss for FTP Traffic

seconds in the simulation. That means the topology manager has to wait for at least four floods to hear

from all nodes. However, at this time, the completeness is only around 95%. The reason is that some

HELLO messages are dropped due to congestion and the corresponding neighborhood information is

not complete in the REPORT.

One interesting fact is that, for each curve in the completeness figure, we can identify one critical

point. Below this point, the curve ascends quickly, gaining 85% to 90% completeness within only a

few periods, whereas above this point, the curve tends to be flat, slowly approaching 100%. The reason

behind this is that, during the startup phase, each received REPORT packet will greatly enhance the

manager’s knowledge about the topology. But later, if most of the topological map has already been

constructed, the received REPORT packet might just contain redundant information. Thus little im-

provement on the topological map will be made. This fact might be employed by certain applications
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Figure 10: Completeness for CBR Traffic (OLSR)

that do not require 100% complete topology information to start functioning correctly, thus probably

reducing their initialization time. One such application is fault detection and localization, where some

localization algorithms have been shown to work reasonably well even when the underlying topology

information is incomplete or inaccurate [21].

Figure 9 through 12 also show the speed with which the algorithm discovers the ad hoc network

topology. Apparently, as the number of CBR flows increases, it takes longer to discover a large portion

(say, 95%) of the topology since more HELLO and REPORT messages might be dropped due to

congestion. But for FTP traffic, this may not always be true. Figure 12 shows that when OLSR is

used, it may take longer to discover the topology when there are 10 flows than when there are 25

flows. In addition, the figures show that the algorithm constructs the topological map a little bit faster

when OLSR is used than when AODV is used.
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Figure 11: Completeness for FTP Traffic (AODV)
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Figure 12: Completeness for FTP Traffic (OLSR)

4.2.3 Overhead

Figure 14 shows the overhead induced by the topology discovery process for CBR and FTP traffic. As

seen in the figure, the mean overhead decreases monotonously as the number of flows increases. This

may appear to be non-intuitive. So let us examine this issue further in the following analysis.

The overhead for a particular scenario is defined in equation 1 as:

�������� �
	
����

������
�

	
�����

�������

Let us denote the decrease in data packets delivered with and without topology discovery algorithm

by �, and the increase in MAC layer packets with and without topology discovery by ����:

� � ������� ������� (2)

���� �	
���� �	
����� (3)
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Then the expression for overhead can be written as:

�������� �
	
����

������
�

	
�����

�������
�

������� ��

������

�
	
����

������
�

	
�����

������
�

� �	
�����

������ ��������
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�
	
�����

�������
�

�

������

�
����

������
�
	
�����

�������
�

�

������
(4)

Figure 15 shows ������� and ������ for CBR traffic as well as their difference, � �

������� � ������, the decrease in data packets due to the topology discovery process. The

corresponding values for FTP traffic are shown in Figure 16. These two figures show that, as the num-

ber of flows increases (and so does the network traffic), both ������ and ������� increase, but

their difference does not change much. Compared with the amount of data delivered, the value of � is

small and is monotonously decreasing. Thus, for a large number of flows the ratio �
������� decreases.

The quantity ���� represents the amount of extra MAC layer packets transmitted due to the topol-

ogy discovery process. Figure 17 shows how the first and second terms in equation 4 vary as the

number of flows increases. It is clear that, compared with the amount of data transmitted, the ratio of
����

������� , i.e., the first term in equation 4, decays rapidly . So we can infer that the increase of extra

MAC layer packets transmitted due to the topology discovery process is limited compared with the

total data traffic. Similarly, the second term in equation 4 also slowly decreases, thus making the total

overhead decrease.
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5 Conclusion

Topology information is critical for fault localization and some other applications such as network

simulations, and topology-aware applications. In this paper, we presented an abstract topology dis-

covery algorithm for wireless ad hoc networks and some preliminary simulation results. However, our

focus here is not just on the algorithm itself, but rather on the knowledge and experience accumulated

through the research. The simulation results demonstrate that, for a small-scale static ad hoc network

with low-to-moderate traffic load, the algorithm can discover the network topology with acceptable

completeness in a reasonably short time. They also demonstrate that the overhead introduced by this

scheme is quite small. In addition, as the network traffic increases, the overhead decreases.

Furthermore, we extend the abstract topology discovery algorithm to mobile ad hoc networks, but

limitations of the simulation environment have impeded our ability to study its performance in terms
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of its accuracy and speed. This is a difficult issue for which we are in the process of developing some

solutions and which will be addressed in future work.

The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not

be interpreted as representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Army Research

Laboratory or the U. S. Government.
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